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Guidelines for studying
developmental prosopagnosia
in adults and children
Kirsten A. Dalrymple1,2* and Romina Palermo2,3*
Developmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by severe face identity recognition problems that results from a failure to
develop the mechanisms necessary for adequate face processing (Duchaine BC,
Nakayama K. Developmental prosopagnosia: a window to content-speciﬁc face
processing. Curr Opin Neurobiol 2006, 16:166–173.). It occurs in children and adults
with normal visual acuity, and without intellectual impairments or known brain
injuries. Given the importance of face recognition in daily life, and the detrimental effects of impaired face recognition, DP is an important area of study. Yet conventions for classifying individuals as DP for research purposes are poorly
deﬁned. In this focus paper, we discuss: (1) criteria for an operational deﬁnition
of DP; 2) tests of face recognition and conventions for classifying individuals as
DP; and 3) important considerations regarding common associations and dissociations, and cognitive heterogeneity in DP. We also highlight issues unique to
studying DP in children, a relatively new endeavor that is proving to be an
important complement to the work with adults. Ultimately, we hope to identify
challenges researchers face when studying DP, and offer guidelines for others to
consider when embarking on their own research pursuits on the topic. © 2015
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

D

evelopmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by severe
face identity recognition difﬁculties that occur when
face processing mechanisms fail to adequately
develop.1 DP occurs in the absence of brain injury, in
people without intellectual impairment and with otherwise typical vision. Sometimes referred to as
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congenital prosopagnosiaa,3 DP has been estimated
to affect 2–2.9% of the population.4,5 Face recognition deﬁcits in DP can be as severe as those reported
in acquired prosopagnosia, which results from brain
damage.1 Studies on the psychosocial consequences
of DP in adults and children indicate that DP can
have a profound impact on social and psychological
functioning, creating difﬁculties making and maintaining relationships, participating in social activities,
as well as increased levels of anxiety.6–8 Given the
importance of face recognition in daily life and the
detrimental effects of DP, it is particularly important
to discover what underlies face recognition deﬁcits
and, in doing so, inform potential treatment strategies. Studying DP also has the potential to provide
information about the development of high-level
vision and other developmental disorders.
In recent years there has been a surge of interest
in DP. A Scopus search for articles or reviews that
make reference to developmental (or congenital)
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prosopagnosia reveals 216 publications since the year
2000, a special issue in Cognitive Neuropsychology
in 2012, and a forthcoming special issue in the Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology. This compares to only 13 publications between 1960 and
1999. Despite this interest, conventions for classifying individuals as DP for research purposes are still
poorly deﬁned, potentially limiting progress in understanding DP. In this focus paper, we will discuss how
to best deﬁne DP and how to determine whether an
adult or child should be classiﬁed as DP in research
studies. We examine commonly used tests that tap
different aspects of the face recognition process and
discuss which of these appear most suitable for the
measurement of abilities in adults, and also importantly, in children (see Table 1). We also discuss tests
and questionnaires that measure associated abilities
and disabilities (e.g., object processing, autism) which
are useful in determining whether the child or adult
is likely to have a broader developmental condition
rather than a more ‘pure’ case of DP (Table 1). We
argue that it is important for the progress of the ﬁeld
to study those with relatively circumscribed face deﬁcits, and also those with broader deﬁcits, but to be
transparent as to which individuals and/or groups
are included in the sample.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF DP
To develop a coherent body of research on DP, it
would be useful to have relatively standard diagnostic criteria across studies. One critical aspect of deﬁning a disorder of face recognition is deﬁning face
recognition itself. Face recognition involves perceiving a face, encoding it into memory, and then subsequently retrieving that memory to determine whether
the face is familiar and who it might be.9 An impairment of face recognition could result from a failure
of any one of these processes. Therefore, like other
developmental disorders (e.g., autism10), there are
likely to be subtypes of DP, rather than one single
form. In adults, some individuals with DP have normal face perception despite their face memory
deﬁcits.11–15 This may also be the case for children,
although a recent study suggests that deﬁcits in both
face perception and memory are more common in
children than adults.12 To accommodate this heterogeneity, DP is best deﬁned as a deﬁcit of face memory, with normal or abnormal face perception. The
reverse, impaired face perception with preserved face
memory, has been reported in the literature on
acquired prosopagnosia for faces that were seen prior
to brain damage.16 However, in DP, it appears
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unlikely that an individual whose face perception
has always been impaired would have the opportunity to acquire accurate face memories, making
face memory and face perception difﬁcult disentangle in DP.
Face memory deﬁcits can be measured using
tests of face recognition (see below; Table 1), but DP
should also be characterized by the experience of face
recognition difﬁculties in daily life. For some individuals with DP, these experiences include failures
identifying very familiar people, such as family members, whereas other individuals with DP primarily
report failures recognising familiar but less often seen
people, such as neighbors, when seen out of context
(e.g., at the mall). Individuals with DP are also less
likely to report a sense of familiarity for unrecognized faces.17 However, self-report is subjective, both
in terms of the report and the interpretation of the
report, and individuals may have only minimal
insight into their face recognition abilities (Palermo
et al., unpublished data; but see Ref 18). For example, failing to recognize a familiar person out of context is a relatively ubiquitous experience and there is
no standard for when an anecdotal report crosses
into evidence of pathology in face recognition. Furthermore, some individuals with DP were unaware
that the face recognition difﬁculties they experienced
were not shared by others until they participated in
testing sessions or learned about DP and realized that
it explained many of their life experiences.4,19 Unlike
acquired prosopagnosia, in which an individual is
typically aware that they have lost an ability they formerly possessed, individuals with DP do not have
experience with normal face recognition to provide a
point of comparison.1 Children, in particular, may
lack awareness of their difﬁculties; hence, it is often
parents who provide the key anecdotal evidence of
their child’s everyday face difﬁculties based on observations they have made.6 Thus in children, identifying DP requires keen observation by parents or
teachers, combined with the knowledge of the disorder, and/or the time, resources, and skill set to
research the signs and symptoms. Recently, several
researchers have attempted to improve the assessment of everyday face difﬁculties by designing selfreport questionnaires. A 15-item questionnaire18 contains questions on face identity recognition, as well
others on other aspects of faces such as attractiveness
and emotions. The more recent prosopagnosia index
(PI20) consists of 20 items speciﬁc to face identity
recognition, and may prove useful in screening and
standardizing the assessment of everyday face recognition problems.20 No such scales are yet available
for children.
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TABLE 1 | Some Available Measures That Can Be Used to Determine Whether Children and Adults Have Signiﬁcant Face Recognition
Difﬁculties Commensurate with Developmental Prosopagnosia (DP), and Whether They Also Present with Other Associated Difﬁculties
Abilities

Face recognition tests
Face perception

Children
(Ages 6+)

Adults
(Ages 18+)

Dartmouth Face Perception Test (DFPT)12

Cambridge Face Perception Test
(CFPT)48
Glasgow Face Matching Test (GFMT)49

Face memory—unfamiliar faces

Face memory—familiar faces

Cambridge Face Memory Test—Kids
(CFMT-Kids)19

Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT)33

Cambridge Face Memory Test—Children
(CFMT-Children)44

Old/New Face Recognition test47

Familiar faces provided by families

Familiar faces provided by families
Famous faces tests17

Subjective reports of everyday face
recognition difﬁculties

Parent and child reports of face
recognition difﬁculties

Anecdotal reports of face recognition
difﬁculties
Prosopagnosia index (PI-20)20

Other tests and measures
Within-category object memory (used to
determine whether face and object
memory impaired)

Cambridge Bicycle Memory Test (CBMT)37
Old/New Flowers12

Cambridge Car Memory Test36
Vanderbilt Expertise Test38
Old/New Tests25

Selective social deﬁcits (used to
determine whether social deﬁcits
evident)

Social Responsiveness Scale—271

Autism Quotient73

Visual acuity (used to determine
adequate visual acuity)

Parental report of visual impairments

Self-report of visual impairments

HOTV Distance Pediatric Eye Chart
Parent report of any brain injury

Visual acuity test using Sloan font
Self-report of any brain injury, disorder,
educational level, and occupation.

Birmingham Object Recognition Battery22

Birmingham Object Recognition
Battery22

Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence—II103

Digit Span (backwards) from
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale—IV104

General functioning
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Repetitive Behavior Scale—Revised

Raven’s Progressive Matrices105

We recommend that a deﬁnition of DP include
objectively poor performance on tests of face memory (just ‘how poor’ is discussed below), along with a
subjective feeling of repeated face recognition failures
in daily life. Tests are needed because even if people
know that they are poorer than average at face recognition, they may not have insight into the degree
of their deﬁcit (i.e., whether the classiﬁcation would
be as a ‘poor recogniser’ rather than the more severe
DP) (Palermo et al., unpublished data). Alternatively,
if a person performs at DP levels on multiples tests of
face recognition but reports no everyday difﬁculties
(via interview and/or questionnaire) then they would
appear qualitatively different to people who are classiﬁed as DP. As such, people who are identiﬁed via
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large-scale screening exercises that only include face
recognition tests and no measure of subjective difﬁculty should only be classiﬁed as ‘potential’ DPs.
There is also the interesting case of people who report
everyday difﬁculties but perform at typical levels on
multiple tests of face recognition. These individuals
are typically excluded from DP samples but it would
be informative to determine why this occurs.
An additional deﬁnitional factor that is often
raised regarding DP is whether the recognition deﬁcit
is speciﬁc to faces or also affects the processing of
other objects. We expect that individuals with DP
would be able to recognize objects at the ‘basic’ level
(e.g., bicycle, car, etc.) and this is typically the case21
when they are asked to name pictures of line drawn
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objects in the Birmingham Object Recognition Battery (BORB)22 (although note that these types of tests
can suffer from ceiling effects). However, it is less
clear whether they should be proﬁcient at distinguishing similar non-face objects (e.g., different bicycles).
There are cases of ‘pure’ DP where the individual
does not appear to have difﬁculty differentiating
between non-face similar objects,23–25 and the double
dissociation of an individual able to recognize faces
but not objects.26 However, some people have difﬁculty with faces and objects.23,27,28 We argue that
these people should still be considered DP. However,
in these cases, it is important to demonstrate that the
individual can perform normally on some cognitive
tasks to ensure that poor scores cannot be explained
by general deﬁcits of cognitive functioning or a failure to understand task instructions, and that they
have adequate visual acuity (see Table 1 for example
tasks). This is particularly important when working
with children, with whom attention and effort levels
should also be carefully monitored. Moreover, it
would be useful for studies to try and differentiate
those with more face-speciﬁc problems from those
with more general visual memory impairments, as
the aetiologies of these may vary.

TESTS OF FACE RECOGNITION
One difﬁculty with studying DP is the lack of welldesigned clinical tests that can be used to reliably
evaluate face recognition.4,19 To get a complete picture of facial identity recognition abilities, it is important to use multiple measures of face memory. In
addition, face perception tasks are useful to help
qualify the nature of the identity recognition deﬁcits.

Face Memory
Assessments of familiar face memory are an obvious
choice of task because of their ecological validity.
Photos of personally familiar individuals provided by
a family member or taken for the purpose of the task
are ideal, particularly when controlled for extrafacial
cues such as hair, jewelry, glasses, and clothing.
Drawbacks of this type of test are that it can be difﬁcult to acquire a large number of carefully controlled
photographs, the individual can often deduce who
will be included in the test, and the time and effort
required to make customized tests for each individual. Additionally, it is difﬁcult to control the level of
familiarity; some images may be of close friends and
family, while others may be of coworkers, teachers,
or acquaintances. Familiar face tasks also require a
special control group of individuals who are similarly
76

familiar with the individuals featured in the test,
making it difﬁcult to get an adequate control sample
to compare to the DP’s performance.
Famous faces provide an alternative method
that circumvents many of these issues and can be
used for multiple participants to enable comparison
across DPs and with a control group. However, the
issue of degree of familiarity must still be taken into
account and participants should be tested later with
the names of the celebrities in the task to determine
whether they have had exposure to the face of the
individual and could reasonably be expected to recognize them. Many famous people (especially politicians and sportspeople) are typically only famous in
one or two countries, which mean that these faces
cannot be used across countries (although the test
formats can be the same). It is also important to note
that some DPs report that they have little interest in
celebrities or watching TV because they ﬁnd it difﬁcult to recognize faces. These issues are exacerbated
when designing tasks for children: ﬁnding famous
individuals who are familiar to children of a wide
range of ages is challenging because different cohorts
are often exposed to different celebrities. Another
issue with famous face tests is that participants may
perform well by using compensatory strategies, such
as identifying distinctive features (e.g., a beauty spot
on Marilyn Monroe), which may be more common
on very famous faces. As a result, a poor score is
often more informative than a high score: if an individual performs poorly at identifying the faces in a
familiar face task despite demonstrating familiarity
with the identities in the test based on names, this
allows conﬁdence that the person is impaired. However, a high score on the task could be explained by
alternative recognition strategies (e.g., memory for
distinctive traits of familiar faces).
Unfamiliar face memory tests can supplement
tests of familiar face memory, and provide a common
starting point for all participants because level of
familiarity is controlled.4 Some existing clinical tasks
for adults such as the Warrington Recognition Memory for Faces (RMF) Test29 and the Benton Facial
Recognition Test (BFRT)30 have been formally evaluated and deemed to be poor measures of true face
recognition.31,32 Individuals with impaired face recognition can do well on these tasks by using extraface cues (e.g., the RMF includes hair and clothing),
or by matching images (e.g., the BFRT includes distinctive hairlines and uses simultaneous presentation
with unlimited response times). Newer tasks, such as
the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT)33 were
carefully designed to reduce extra-face cues as well as
other image cues such as lighting and low-level visual
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properties. In the original CFMT, participants learn
six faces of adult males and are tested with a threealternative forced choice format. There are three
parts that increase in difﬁculty as the test progresses:
the introduction involves immediate recall of individual faces while later sections involve recall of any of
the six target faces and introduce changes in lighting
and viewpoint and ﬁnally added visual noise
(Figure 1(a)). Bowles et al.4 found a signiﬁcant
decline in performance on the CFMT after the age of
50, so performance on these tasks should be compared to age-matched controls. Alternatively, ageadjusted z-scores can be calculated from the formulas

(a)

contained in Bowles et al.4 The CFMT is freely available to researchers and is commonly used due to its
validity and reliability, which makes it useful in
screening for DP.14,33,34 In addition, several versions
exist to allow follow-up testing and testing of different races (CFMT-Chinese35) and ethnicities
(CFMT-Australian14). Another advantage of using
the CFMT is that there are matched tests for withincategory object recognition—the Cambridge Car
Memory Test (CCMT)36 and the Cambridge Bicycle
Memory Test (CBMT)37 (Figure 1(b)) although note
that other tests of object recognition are available
e.g., The Vanderbilt Expertise Test (VET).38

Part 1: Introduction (18 trials)

Part 2: Any target (30 trials)

Memorize (3 seconds per face)

Review 6 targets (20 seconds)

Which face is one of the six target faces?

1

2

3

Part 3: Noise (24 trials)
Review targets (20 seconds)

Which face did you just view?

1

2

Which face is one of the six target faces?

3

1

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

88%

76%

64%

52%

40%

28%

2

1

3

2

3

FI GU RE 1 | (a) Format of Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT,31) for adults. The target face is for illustrative purposes and is not used
in the actual test. Sample trials from (b) Cambridge Bicycle Memory Test (CBMT,37), (c) Cambridge Face Memory Test—Kids (CFMT-Kids,19),
(d) Cambridge Face Perception Test (CFPT,48), and, (e) Dartmouth Face Perception Test (for children) (DFPT,12).
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young adults would also be suitable. The advantage
of the former is that it is easier for children, but the
advantage of the latter is that chance level performance is 33%, allowing a larger range of scores
above ﬂoor (i.e., scores two standard deviations
below the control mean yet above chance are possible, see Figure 2). Other simple tests of unfamiliar
face memory exist, such as Old/New Faces.47 This
task involves memorizing 10 target faces and then
determining which face from a set of two is a target
face (i.e., the ‘old’ face). The task is easy to create
and quick to administer. It is also easy to create
matched tasks using different classes of objects25
(e.g., horses, cars, guns, tools, houses, glasses, etc.)
although one weakness of these tests is that they currently use the same images for study and test.

Face Perception
The Cambridge Face Perception Test (CFPT)48 is a
useful tool for assessing face perception ability in
adult participants (Figure 1(d)). It involves sorting
adult morph faces on a continuum from most like to
least like a target. The morph faces help avoid direct
comparison or matching of features from the target

100
90
80
70
Accuracy (%)

Like all tests, the CFMT does have limitations.
Some people perform poorly on tests of famous face
recognition, but not on the CFMT, perhaps because
they have used effective compensatory strategies,
leading to an ambiguous classiﬁcation.14,39 In these
cases, administering two different versions of the
CFMT can help reach a consensus.13 Some people
will perform poorly on one of the two versions,
increasing the likelihood of a correct diagnosis of DP
(e.g., some Australians perform poorly on the
CFMT-Australian but not the original CFMT, possibly because the faces in the former test match the ethnicity of the faces most commonly experienced in
Australia and make it more difﬁcult to match distinctive features).14 Alternatively, others will perform at
‘poor,’ but not DP levels on either test, excluding a
diagnosis of DP.14 For some of these cases, the short
delays between memorization and recognition in the
CFMT may mask difﬁculties retaining faces over
long delays (i.e., they should have difﬁculty with
famous faces but not other tasks).14,40 The
CFMT-Australian includes a 20-min delay
section that may prove useful in disambiguating these
cases.13 As noted earlier, the faces used in CFMT
tasks are carefully controlled, and it has been argued
that these kinds of experimental manipulations are
likely to alter the processing of unfamiliar faces and
that tests should also be designed with more ‘real’
faces (e.g., that include hair).41 It is of interest here to
note that we designed a version of the CFMT
(CFMT-Films) where the study stage involves watching short ﬁlm clips of people interacting, and this correlates highly with the original CFMT.17
For children, some general neuropsychological
assessment batteries do include face recognition
subtests,42,43 however, like the RMT and the BFRT,
they include superﬁcial cues for recognition (e.g., hair
and faces of multiple races) allowing children to infer
the correct answers using extra-facial information
rather than normal face recognition mechanisms.
New tasks of face recognition such as the Cambridge
Face Memory Test for Children (CFMT for Children)44 and the Cambridge Face Memory Test—Kids
(CFMT-Kids)19 (Figure 1(c)) have been designed.
Although they both follow the same general procedures as the original CFMT for adults, the CFMT
for Children uses adult faces, ﬁve targets, and twoalternative forced choice format, while the CFMTKids uses children’s faces (mean age = 9.3 years), six
targets, and three-alternative forced choice format.
The existence of own-age biases in recognition45 suggests that it may be preferable to use children’s faces
in tests for children. However, given that these biases
appear to be driven by experience,46 the faces of

60
6 targets
4 targets
Immediate
recall

50
40

Chance

30
20
10
0
5

6

7

8
9
Age (years)

10

11

12

F I G U R E 2 | Mean scores by age for different versions of

Cambridge Face Memory Test—Kids (CFMT-Kids19). Six-target version
follows the format of the CFMT for adults, with 72 trials in total. Fourtarget version follows the same format as the CFMT for adults, but
uses 4 targets instead of 6, with 48 trials in total. The immediate
recall version presents the Introductory section of the CFMT-Kids sixtarget version twice, for a total of 12 targets, with 36 trials in total.
Speciﬁcally, children learn a target and then pick it out from a choice
of three, but are never required to hold multiple targets in memory.
Error bars represent standard deviation. Two standard deviations
below the mean is one convention for calculating a cut-off for
impairment. Dotted line represents chance level performance.
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face to the sorting faces. Additionally, the target face
is presented at 3/4-proﬁle view while the sorting faces
are presented in frontal views. A limitation of the
CFPT is that it requires using the mouse to reorder
the continuum, so poor scores could reﬂect poor
motivation to shift the faces in a time-limited
(1 minute per trial) task. Performance on the CFPT
declines by middle age, and past young adulthood
females perform better than males.4 Therefore, both
sex and age should be taken into account when
administering the CFPT (age- and sex-adjusted
z-score calculations for the CFPT are available4).
Even when using age-matched controls, standard
tasks such as the CFPT should not be used to evaluate the face perception in individuals over 80 because
of ﬂoor effects.4 For children, the Dartmouth Face
Perception Test (DFPT)12 involves deciding which of
three child faces looks the most like a target face that
remains at the top of the screen (Figure 1(e)). Loosely
based on the CFPT, the target face is presented at a
3/4-proﬁle view and the choice faces are frontal views
taken from a morph continuum between the target
face and a distractor face. The morph strengths of
the choice faces were titrated to systematically vary
task difﬁculty.
One concern with face perception tests that use
morphs is that the faces are unnaturally similar and
contain elements of the target face, reducing the ecological validity of the task. In contrast to the CFPT
and DFPT, the Glasgow Face Matching Test
(GFMT)49 does not use morphs and thus avoids this
issue. In this task, participants are asked to determine
whether face pairs are the same individual (match),
or different individuals (mismatch), with no time
limit. Faces are frontal views with neutral expressions. Matched faces are images of the same individual, taken with different cameras several minutes
apart. Mismatched face pairs were chosen based on
similarity measures generated through pilot work. In
addition to retaining ecological validity that may be
absent in tasks that use morphs, one advantage of
the GFMT is that it provides a format that could be
easily matched to an object-matching task (tasks
involving morphs are more difﬁcult to construct
using objects, although it has been done).50

Special Considerations for the Design
of Tasks for Children
One major challenge for designing face recognition
tasks for children is achieving a level of difﬁculty that
will be suitable for all ages: above ﬂoor for young
children, but below ceiling for older children. These
issues are more pronounced for tests of face memory
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because unlike face perception, which develops at the
same rate as perception for other objects, face memory appears to develop more slowly than memory for
other objects.50 This difference makes it difﬁcult to
design matched tests of face and object memory that
will help evaluate face speciﬁcity: an object memory
task that is matched in difﬁculty to a face memory
task for older children may be poorly matched for
younger children and vice versa. However, creating
multiple versions of a task, for example, an easier
version of the face memory task for younger children, leads to other difﬁculties: (1) determining
which task should be administered to an individual
who is at an intermediate age, or determining a ﬁxed
age range for each test; (2) trying to establish a developmental trajectory for the task (i.e., comparing kids
across a wide range of ages); and (3) comparing an
individual child’s score over time: if the individual
was originally evaluated on a test for younger children, which test should be administered when the
child has aged outside the cut-off for the original
test? A move to a more difﬁcult test could mask
improvement, yet readministering the original test for
young children could lead to inﬂated scores.
We have been confronted with the above difﬁculties when designing our tests of face and object
processing for children. We have designed multiple
tests of face memory (CFMT-Kids,19 Old/New
Faces), matched object memory tasks (CBMT,37
Old/New Flowers12), and a test of face perception12
(see Table 1). The CFMT-Kids19 appears to be a useful tool for assessing face memory in children of age
10 and above, but suffers from ﬂoor effects in
younger children. We designed a new version of the
task for younger children by reducing the number of
targets from six to four, but it is still close to ﬂoor
in younger age groups. To address this difﬁculty,
we designed a CFMT-style test that involves immediate recall only. Although this new test improves
scores across the board, it leads to ceiling effects in
older children and does not evaluate the ability to
maintain multiple identities in memory at one time
(Figure 2).
In contrast to the face memory tasks, our other
tasks, such as the DFPT,12 have been useful for testing children between the ages of 7–12 years. Control
means are a reasonable distance from ﬂoor and ceiling, and standard deviations are small enough that
the task may be useful for a larger age range. As a
result, we have been placing particular emphasis on
impaired face perception, combined with poor face
memory scores and evidence of difﬁculties with face
recognition in daily life, when identifying prosopagnosia in young children.6
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STATISTICAL GUIDELINES
One popular criterion for neuropsychological impairment is a score that falls more than two standard
deviations below the mean for age-matched controls.33 In terms of face recognition, scores on the
CFMT and CFPT that are greater than two standard
deviations below the control mean tend to correspond with clinically signiﬁcant complaints of face
recognition difﬁculties.4,51 While two standard deviations below the mean is a useful guideline, statistical
techniques have been developed to formally test the
probability that a single individual’s score is taken
from the control group.52 If the individual’s score is
statistically unlikely to come from the group
(i.e. p<0.05), the individual is considered impaired
for the ability that is being measured. Software to
perform these calculations using the group size,
mean, standard deviation, and individual’s test score
can be downloaded for free (SINGLIMS).53,54 To
corroborate case-by-case diagnoses of DP, we suggest
reporting whether scores fall more than two standard
deviations below the mean and whether they meet
statistical signiﬁcance.12,55 Similarly, we suggest
using both statistical methods when reporting performance on other tasks (e.g., objects, facial expression,
and gender).
As discussed above, identifying cases of DP in
children can be particularly challenging due to ﬂoor
effects. Children produce variable results both
between subjects and even trial-to-trial within subjects.56,57 If the control mean on a given task is low
and the standard deviation is high, it becomes difﬁcult to detect a score that is more than two standard
deviations below the mean (see Figure 2). These factors similarly affect the outcome of statistical tests. It
is difﬁcult to advise how to classify children who are
on the cusp or who have ambiguous results, but it is
recommended that case descriptions provide as much
information as possible to justify inclusion or exclusion of a particular case from the DP group. A combination of anecdotal reports of failures of face
recognition in daily life, in addition to multiple test
scores of face memory and face perception compared
to a two standard deviation from the mean cut-off
and formal statistical analyses such as the Crawford
et al.52 modiﬁed statistics is appropriate. These statistical tests can be used to test for a deﬁcit on one
test relative to a control group (SINGLIMS)53,54
or for dissociations in performance on two tests
(DiffBayes_ES_CP.EXE software).58–60 Ideally, when
drawing conclusions with regards to a given hypothesis, some cases will provide clear results. However,
cases that are more ambiguous should also be
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included to present a more complete picture of the
behaviors being studied.

ASSOCIATIONS AND
DISSOCIATIONS
For most research studies, the ideal participants
would have pure prosopagnosia (i.e., difﬁculties with
facial identity recognition alone). However, researchers do not appear to routinely report whether the
people in their DP sample show impairments with
other aspects of face processing, such as expression
or gender recognition. We suggest that this might be
due to the time-consuming nature of administering a
battery of tests to examine various aspects of face
processing (e.g., expressions, eye gaze, gender, sex
etc.), coupled with a paucity of brief, widely
accepted, reliable tests to diagnose deﬁcits in these
processes.
Similarly, there are currently no formally established exclusion criteria for individuals who show
impairments distinguishing between non-face objects.
Moreover, some have suggested that purely facespeciﬁc deﬁcits cannot occur and that all prosopagnosics must have corresponding, although often
milder, recognition deﬁcits, such as object agnosia or
word agnosia, that can be revealed through the use
of carefully designed tasks.61,62 Although comorbid
object processing deﬁcits are common,23,27 there are
individuals who only have difﬁculty with faces.23,25
Navigational difﬁculties may also be associated with
DP, with approximately 15% of adults in the faceblind.org database reporting severe navigational
difﬁculties,63 although it is not yet known whether
this rate would be higher than that reported by the
general population. These comorbidities may be
explained by the proximity between face, place, and
object processing areas in the brain.63 At least for
objects, tests are available to enable comparisons
between face and object processing abilities (see
Table 1) and we recommend that researchers note
whether those they classify as DP appear to have
face-selective or more widespread deﬁcits.
Face identity recognition deﬁcits also exist in
other developmental disorders, such as autism64–67
and Turner syndrome,68 but face recognition deﬁcits
can and do exist in individuals who have normal
social functioning.66 It is unclear at this point
whether the face recognition deﬁcits that accompany
other developmental disorders should be classiﬁed as
DP, but given the much broader cognitive effects in
disorders like autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), it is
possible that face recognition deﬁcits outside DP may
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be qualitatively different (see Ref 69). Thus, it is
advisable to exclude individuals with social developmental disorders from studies of DP, unless they are
a particular population of interest.
When working with children with no formal
diagnosis of autism, we recommend including measures of autistic tendencies to conﬁrm that the child
does not have autism. The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS)70 is one component of the
gold standard assessment battery for ASD, but
trained personnel must administer it, and research
reliability is difﬁcult to achieve. It is also time consuming to administer (30 min to > 1 h, plus scoring),
and additional assessments are still required for diagnosis. Alternative, more practical, measures for
researchers are parent report questionnaires such as
the Social Responsiveness Scale—2 (SRS-2)71 and the
Repetitive Behavior Scale—Revised.72 While these
questionnaires are not sufﬁcient for diagnosing ASD,
they can be used as guidelines such that individuals
with high scores (indicating autistic tendencies) can
be further tested or excluded from the study as a precaution. The Autism Quotient (AQ)73,74 is commonly
used among researchers as a quick assessment of
autistic tendencies, but parents complain that the
items are antiquated (e.g., ‘She/he is not very good at
remembering phone numbers.’) and may therefore be
less current than the SRS-2 and the RBS-R. For
adults, some previous studies15 have tended to
exclude individuals who scored 32 or above on the
AQ, which was a range indicative of a possible
ASD.73 One drawback of using the AQ with
DPs is that it includes questions related to face
recognition ability and related social interaction
and could therefore result in inﬂated scores (e.g.,
‘When I’m reading a story, I can easily imagine what
the characters might look like,’ ‘I ﬁnd social situations easy,’ ‘I enjoy meeting new people’). Additionally, we note that the AQ is designed to be
descriptive rather than diagnostic and that there are
updated mean AQ scores for typical and ASD populations.75 Other questionnaires are also available
to measure autistic traits in adults (see Ref 76 for a
comparison).
In terms of strictly visual comorbidities, we
have noticed a recent increase in the number of children requesting assessment for face recognition deﬁcits who already have a diagnosis of cortical visual
impairment (CVI). CVI is deﬁned as visual impairment affecting both visual ﬁelds despite normal oculomotor systems. It can be related to abnormal
development of the visual cortex77,78 due to congenital brain malformation,77 with the location and
extent of the cortical abnormalities determining the
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functional outcomes.79 Some individuals with CVI
have prosopagnosia79 making it an open question
whether a diagnosis of CVI, in some cases, would be
better classiﬁed as DP, or whether some or all individuals with DP may have additional symptoms that
would qualify for a diagnosis of CVI.
Another consideration when identifying DP is
whether the individual had early visual disturbances
such as congenital cataracts, amblyopia, or strabismus. There is evidence that normal visual experience
with faces from an early age is critical for the development of normal face recognition.80–84 For example, some individuals who had congenital cataracts
have long-lasting face processing deﬁcits, even if the
cataracts were removed at an early age (e.g., within
the ﬁrst 8 months of life) and acuity is restored to
normal.80–82,85 This is especially true for individuals
with bilateral or left eye cataracts,83 possibly because
in infancy information from the left eye projects
almost exclusively to the right hemisphere,86 which is
thought to be particularly important for face
processing.87–90 Thus, one issue concerns whether an
individual with face recognition deﬁcits who had
congenital cataracts should be excluded from
research on DP.
One might predict that early amblyopia, a condition where the vision in one eye is reduced, could
similarly affect face processing and could therefore
raise similar ﬂags for participant inclusion. However,
at present there is no empirical evidence that face recognition deﬁcits are more common in individuals
with amblyopia than the general public. While some
researchers might advocate for excluding these cases,
if low-level vision is normal or corrected-to-normal,
and the intricacies of the case are described in detail,
cases with suspected aetiologies may help elucidate
the developmental processes leading to DP. These
cases may also represent an interesting sample to
compare to DPs with no history of issues with lowlevel vision.

COGNITIVE HETEROGENEITY
Different phenotypes of DP have been identiﬁed in
adults: some individuals with DP are only impaired
with facial identity recognition,15,55,91–93 while
others may have problems with face detection,55,93
expression recognition,25 or gender discrimination.25
These dissociations can provide information about
which abilities are mediated by distinct neural
mechanisms. Addressing heterogeneity, associations,
and dissociations in children with DP is particularly
important: dissociations between different types of
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face processing abilities in children with DP can provide clues as to when in development these abilities
begin to rely on separate mechanisms. Identifying
and understanding the different subtypes of DP in
childhood and adulthood will help inform choices
for therapeutic interventions.
While individual differences can provide unique
information about DP, distinct phenotypes of DP
suggest the need for caution when planning group
studies (cf. Ref 94). There are no clear guidelines for
which individuals can be grouped together, and how
one determines inclusion criteria may depend on the
primary research question. Thus, we recommend that
when presenting group data on DP, individual data
also be included to provide a more complete picture
of the distribution of scores. One difﬁculty here is
that many of the measures suitable for assessing
group differences in face processing mechanisms do
not have the required psychometric properties to reliably determine whether an individual is impaired or
not. As an example, faces are represented as an integrated whole more than most other types of objects,
a process termed conﬁgural or holistic processing.95,96 Holistic coding can be measured with the
composite effect95 and part-whole effect,97 and recent
studies have typically shown impairments in groups
of DPs.15,98,99 However, current versions of holistic
processing tasks are not appropriate for evaluating
holistic processing at an individual level. One way
that researchers have attempted to compensate for
the low to moderate reliability of each task has been
the cognitive neuropsychological approach of using
more than one version of a holistic coding task to try
to obtain consensus for each individual.100 Interestingly, individuals with DP can show typical holistic
coding,100,101 indicating that while measuring holistic
coding may be useful for differentiating potential
subtypes, it is not a deﬁning feature of DP.
With such a complex, heterogeneous disorder,
it is likely that a portion of the population will produce borderline or ambiguous results. Especially with
children, it is possible for an individual to score in
the impaired range for one test of face memory, but
then score in the normal range for a different test of
the same ability. While it is perhaps simplest to disregard these individuals as uninterpretable, these variable proﬁles may provide a more complete account of
the disorder and its relationship to the hypothesis. It
is therefore recommended to include these ambiguous
cases in reports, but to interpret them with caution,
or to only draw ﬁrm conclusions from the clear
cases. This again speaks to the drawbacks of group
studies, where borderline or inconsistent cases may
dilute group effects.
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SUMMARY OF GUIDELINES AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Table 1 provides examples of tasks that are available
for the assessment of DP in children and adults. It
would be ideal to have valid, reliable, and brief tests
to measure each of the processes involved in face recognition to determine the locus of the impairment
(e.g., intact face perception but impaired face memory). In addition, it would be preferable to have more
than one test available to measure each of these processes, although at present, only CFMT tasks are
available in more than one version. It is also desirable to use a greater mixture of highly controlled and
ecologically valid tasks. The tests need to be sensitive
to diet of faces experienced by individuals and so will
need to vary by race and perhaps ethnicity.14 Finally,
each of the tests needs to be age-appropriate—easy
enough for children and sensitive to declines in performance that begin from middle age. The design
and validation of additional tests could be guided by
the process of test design for other conditions, such
as developmental dyslexia, where a number of appropriate tests are available to distinguish between different subtypes of the disorder.102 We note that most
recently devised tests of face recognition are freely
available to researchers via contacting the authors of
the test. However, the ﬁeld may wish to consider
establishing a central website for tests. We know of
one that hosts numerous tests of language processing
(http://www.motif.org.au), from which tests can be
accessed by those with appropriate credentials and
which provides updates to researchers.
Given the available tests, we propose the following certain minimum guidelines for evaluating
face recognition in adults. First, the person should
report repeated instances of difﬁculty recognizing
faces (not names) in everyday life, either via questionnaire or interview, and not report any brain injury or
disorder that would be expected to result in face recognition impairments (e.g., temporal lobe epilepsy).
Second, the person should demonstrate impaired face
recognition memory (or perception), ideally on more
than one test (e.g., famous faces and CFMT; CFMT
and CFMT-Australian; CFPT and CFMT). To differentiate poor recognizers from DPs, we suggest examining z-scores and signiﬁcance levels on statistical
tests such as Crawford et al.’s52 modiﬁed t-tests.
While a stringent criteria would advocate that performance should be signiﬁcantly impaired and below
two standard deviations on all tests of face memory,
in practice, it is typically more instructive to examine
performance on the range of tests included and be
clear about which cases may be ambiguous. These
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criteria would enable a diagnosis of DP, but would
not be informative as to whether the impairments
extended to other objects and if so, whether this is
indicative of a general cognitive impairment. For the
former, we advocate including a test of object memory; for the latter, we advocate assessing cognitive
functioning with brief measures. We also recommend
asking whether the individual knows of any current
or previous visual impairment, and to measure visual
acuity, which if impaired could suggest a low-level
origin for DP. Finally, a measure of social functioning and/or presence of autistic traits can help to differentiate a diagnosis of DP from a broader
developmental disorder of social function.
Similar guidelines should be followed for children, but special considerations must be made. For
instance, reports of real world face recognition problems are still important, but will likely come from
parents rather than the child. Diagnosis of DP in children can be hindered by ﬂoor effects in tests of face
memory, particularly in younger children. As such, it
is recommended to evaluate face perception in children with suspected DP as a way of providing convergent evidence for face processing deﬁcits. Given
the variability in test taking in childhood (both
within, and between individuals), ambiguous cases
are likely to arise. These cases may be informative,
and should be included in scientiﬁc reports, but
appropriate caution should be used when offering
interpretations of the data.

CONCLUSIONS
Individuals with DP have severe face recognition deﬁcits in the absence of brain damage and despite normal low-level vision and intellect. The heterogeneity
of the disorder and the variety of comorbidities that
can accompany it lead to challenges for researchers.
We provided guidelines for studying DP based on
our experiences. Although face memory impairment
is critical for identifying DP in adults, face perception
might be the most reliable way to identify DP in kids.
Real life difﬁculties with face recognition also need to
be considered. The use of single case modiﬁed t-tests
can supplement the traditional approach of using
two standard deviations below the mean as a cut-off
for impairment. Overall, it is essential to be transparent and include as much information as possible for
all cases.

NOTES
a

“Congenital” prosopagnosia implies that face recognition
difﬁculties were present at birth, while “developmental”
prosopagnosia is agnostic as to when in the developmental
process the difﬁculties emerge. As such, some cases where
brain injury occurred early in development and resulted in
face recognition difﬁculties have been referred to as developmental prosopagnosia (Ref 2). However, these are
excluded from our deﬁnition, which focuses on those with
no known brain injury.
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